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Working Definition of Computational
Archival Science (Marciano et al 2018)
A transdisciplinary field concerned with the application of computational methods and
resources to large-scale records/archives processing, analysis, storage, long-term
preservation, and access, with the aim of improving efficiency, productivity, and
precision in support of appraisal, arrangement and description, preservation, and access
decisions.
The intent is to engage and undertake research with archival materials as well as apply
the collective knowledge of computer and archival science to understand the ways that
new technologies change the generation, use, storage, and preservation of records and
the implications of these changes for archival functions and the societal and
organizational use and preservation of authentic digital records.
This suggests that computational archival science is a blend of computational and
archival thinking.

Taxonomy of Computational Thinking
Practices in Science and Math Education
(Weintrop et al. 2016)

#3:An Intelligent Class: The Development off a Novel Context
Capturing Framework For The Functional Classification Of Records
[Nathaniel Payne — University of British Columbia, Canada]

○ Preparing Problems for Computational Solution: Recognition that the content of
records alone is not adequate to determine the functional classification of the record,
the author seeks to identify contextual information needed to support classification.

#4:Extending the Scope of Computational Archival Science: A Case Study on Leveraging Archival and
Engineering Approaches to Develop a Framework to Detect and Prevent “Fake Video”
[Hoda Hamouda, Victoria Lemieux, Corinne Rogers, Ken Thibodeau, Jessica Bushey, James Stewart,
James Cameron, and Chen Feng — University of British Columbia (UBC), UBC, Artefactual Systems,
Fordham University, North Vancouver Museum and Archives, Patriot One Technologies, Patriot One
Technologies, UBC, Canada & USA]

Analyzing Data: Fake videos can be identified by visual, audio and metadata
inconsistencies

#5:ArchContract: using smart contracts for disposition
[Danielle Batista and Tim Weingärtner — University of British Columbia
(UBC), Canada & Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts,
Switzerland]

○ Using Computational Models to/ Find and Test Solutions: An ArchContract is a
smartcontract that acts a registry for keeping track of changes in state or content of a
record and its metadata. An ArchContract also initiates the transfer of records from a
temporary repository to a trusted permanent repository. ArchContracts are stored on a
blockchain.

#6:Automated interpretability of linked data ontologies: an evaluation within
the cultural heritage domain
[Nuno Freire and Sjors de Valk — INESC-ID, Portugal, and Dutch Digital Heritage
Network, Netherlands]

○ Manipulating data : metadata aggregation
○ Collecting data: using ontologies and terminologies to search for and collect term
definitions

#7:Towards a Flexible System Architecture for Automated Knowledge
Base Construction Frameworks
[Osman Din — MIT, USA]

○ Analyzing Data: Candidate generation and eature extraction from richly formatted
data (prevalent in web pages, business reports, product specifications, etc.), where
relations and attributes are expressed via combinations of textual, structural, tabular
and visual information.
○ Assessing Different Approaches/Solutions to a Problem: Use Snorkel for weak supervision
labeling.
○ Using Computational Models to Find and Test Solutions: a learning phase, where Long
Short-term Model (LSTM ),a type of a recurrent neural network, captures long-term
dependencies in a text.

#8:What Computational Archival Science Can Learn from Art History
and Material Culture Studies
[Lyneise Williams — University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA]

○ Data Collection: scanning, recording and storing newspaper photographs
○ Assessing Different Approaches/Solutions to a Problem: Preserving newspaper and
magazine photographs via microfilm versus high resolution scanning and digital image
formats.

#9:Digital Legacies on Paper: Reading Punchcards with Computer Vision
[Greg Jansen — University of Maryland, USA]

○ Collecting data: scanning Hollerith punch card on back background
○ Developing Modular Computational Solutions: Python punchcard imaging library

#10:Enterprise Architecture – A Value Proposition for Records Professionals
[Shadrack Katuu — University of South Africa, South Africa]

Investigating a Complex System as a Whole: EA abstraction links these components
together into an interconnected whole, including mapping those responsible for
implementing, integrating, operating, and further developing themUnderstanding the
Relationships within a System
Defining Systems and Managing Complexity: “EA abstraction using models ensures the
simplification of an enterprise’s complexity by decomposing it into its major constituent
components, each representing a discrete view.”
Creating Computational Abstraction: The holistic view shown in Fig. 6 shows the four
typical processes in the context of information management: users produce, search and
retrieve, modify, deliver information a d handle all aspects of the information lifecycle.

#11:Using Data Partitions and Stateless Servers to Scale Up Fedora Repositories
[Greg Jansen and Richard Marciano — University of Maryland, USA]

○ Assessing Different Approaches/Solutions to a Problem: Repository Response scalability
with multiple Casandra servers
○ The Trellis linked data PLATFORM (ldp) allows you to store, retrieve and connect
distributed data from across the Web. Perhaps an additional computational thinking
practice is needed for linking distributed data.

#12:Preliminary Analysis of a Large-Scale Digital Entertainment Development
Archive: A Case Study of the Entertainment Technology Center’s Projects
[Eric Kaltman — California State University Channel Islands, USA]

○ Using Computational Models to Find and Test Solutions: Machine learning of file format
signatures of games and entertainment software.
○ Some of the activities described involving computational thinking are digital curation or
software engineering research activities, e.g., software evolution and maintenance

#13:Building the National Radio Recordings Database: A Big Data Approach to
Documenting Audio Heritage
[Emily Goodmann, Mark A. Matienzo, Shawn VanCour, and William Vanden
Dries — Clarke University, Stanford University, UCLA, and Indiana University, USA]
○ Collecting Data: The public-facing Google Form used by the RPTF’s Metadata Team is
the primary survey format used by outreach teams to collect data from individuals and
institutions.
○ Creating Data: A reference work in radio history reference work in radio history was
scanned and had machine-readable text produced using optical character
recognition (OCR).
○ Manipulating Data: Extensive cleaning by researchers was required to correct OCR
errors, extract relevant data, then manually format it to align with the Solr index fields.
○ Manipulating Data: The open source Blacklight framework [9], which uses Ruby on Rails,
MySQL, and Apache Solr among other software packages to support searching and
presentation and aggregation of metadata from different sources.

Summary

○ The first two papers presented during the workshop explicitly identify the aspects of the
research reported that involve computational thinking.
○ Analysis of the remaining eleven workshop papers indicates that the research that they
report also involves computational thinking.
○ Caveat: This analysis is based on a few papers the presenter read as a member of the
program review committee and listening to the presentations at the workshop.
Consequently, they are not an in depth analysis and may have errors.
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